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REPORT ON THE FIRS’T YEAR OF SIS OPERATION 
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Gesellschaft ftir Schwerioncnforschung mbH 
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Summary 

SIS comnissioning look place in 1989 in two periods: 
Fr-om April to June the first phase of running hi with alto 
gether 20 days and four different ion beams, i.e. 
*r-II+ Xp:‘ll Ki’lf5 arjd Nil”’ 1 * , was used mainly for 

l studies of the multi turn injection scheme, 
l first tests of rf bunching and beam accelr?ralic~ri, 
l first studies of machine optics and 
l tests of the extraction kicker modules. 

The following five week shul down time in July was 
scheduled for 
* the installat$on of the extraction lii>e with tli!illll cii;\gnos- 

tic equipment. 
* a new survey of thr: SIS alignment and 
l replacement of underrated cabling in flie main dipole 

and quadrupoln power suplIlies. 
Afterwards new and unexpecterl technical problems did 

pre\vent the rq~~lnt- operatiori (if ttic? main prrvicr~ supplies f<lr 
several weeks Therefore that soct~nti commissioning period 
had to be postponctl Fri,ni September until December alto 
gether 78 days with Ne, Ar, and U beams broughl LI:e fol- 
lowing results: 

l detailed studies of rll-?c:t~i~~c optics. especially for the T.‘D 
focusing scheme with transition from triplet focllsing at 
injrc:tir,n t11 tloublpt focusing al ritr-nr.tion ?IIf+rgy 

l acceleration of Ar’ ’ and U”‘ to Ihe design energies of 
1700 MeViu and 1000 MeV/u q&h T/D focusing, 

l fast and slow extraction of inn beams and runnilrg in of 
the beam line to fhe machitin beam stop and 

l first positive cxpericrice \nritl-i SIS supercycle operation 
using diffrrrent machine settiiigs from pulse to pulse 
Since Jnlruary 1990 the SIS has :nken ~1) rep!llar opcra- 

lion providing mainly ni:on and -7r(_;oii beams for cofnnlis 
sioning of the beam lines to the exper-imentnl area and the 
ESR. for test runs at the first ft-nqn-ient separator aectioii and 
the 4;r detector array inclutl;~~g the riiagtietic Foiwarcl 
Spectrometer ALADIN and We L..A N.D netltron tlr?tnctor. 
and for ESR colnmissioniri!l. If, additio~i, a niacllilie iin 
provement program was starlrd with two main goals so far: 
improvenlent of slow extractior and improvemen? of the 
MCR control tools fur rouiine operation. 

Machine Optics 

Precist? control of all machine furlctions roquircs il ralher 
complete understanding of machine optics Therefore it is 
necessary to provide a reliable optical model which cor- 
rectly describes the observed beam behavinur. In order to 
check the optical model ihe following machine propellies 
were observed and compared to the theorBtical predictions 

e Closed orbit 
* Bctatron tunes 10 valluesl 
* Chromnlicity 

The closed orbit c~f the stored beam was m?asurecl a: six 
out of twelve position monitors around ttie synchroiron 
Fig. 1 sJiow:i the result of a rneasut-ement at irijfxtion en 

eruv of II.0 MeViu as observed in Deceml)er 1989. The 
"I 

amplitudes are i-7 mm in the vcrticnl nnd JI6 mm iii fhe 
horizontal directions. Phest results may be roughly ,ex- 
plained by the displacement crf the quadrupole Iriplet!; with 
deviations up to about i 1 mm in the vertical and :kt mm 

in the horizontal directiorl Although the prer,erll ~IOSIY! OF 
bit amplitudes did not prevent commissioning, the3 halve to 
be corrected in order in pro\/ide full acceptance nr~ci well 
controlletl routine ooerntion. 

In the horizontal molion a closed orbit displacement of 
about 5 mm is superimposed due to inaccurate dipole field 
setting. These dipole field errors are caused by the 
remanent field After ramping the magnets several times 
from zero to maximum field, a constant remanent finld of 
about 7 G is observed. However, in real machine ooeration 
the magnetic history is different If the preceeding cycle did 
not reach 1 .8 T, the remancnt iield is smaller. This e‘fect car! 
be seen in fig 1, where the data for the solid line was taken 
with all cycles at 11.4 MeV/u while the dashed line shows 
the displacement due to higher remanenl fields with a 
preceeding 200 MeV/u cycle The difference in avarnge 
position of 1.9 mm cof responds 10 a field difference of 
0.8 G. Therefore we conclude that it will be necessary to 
take care of the magne? history when combining different 
energies in a supercycle 
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Radial Probe-W 
Fi!j I’ Closed orbi! at 11 .4 MeV/u mcasurod at six out of 

twelve positions. Solid line: preceeding virtual ac. 
celeratot- operated at 11 .4 MeV!u: dashed linf? 
prer:er?rlifig virtual ilcc(‘lel atrvl- r ;3lrlpt’ll to 700 Mt:V’ii 

Another step tn under-stand tl!r: niachiiic optics Wils the 
comparison of the measured betntron tunes with the values 
expected from machine setting First tune measurenlentz 
had been made using fhe profile grid after one turn lorated 
in SIS period 12. The beam osciflations could be nbsorvrd 
over four to ten turns and intficated that the horironial tunr 
was about 0.3 lower than expected. 

Since no information on the vertical tune mi~ld t)C: ok 

tained wit11 this method only a crude onlpirirnl crsr-rrtior- 
was applied to the optical model in order to make tune 
measuremenfs wifh the circulating beam in ihe next coni 
missioning period in September 1989. The method was to 
apply a fasl transverse kick 017 the beam anti to observe thr 
coherent oscillation with one of tho twelve pick-up probes 
over 20 to 100 revolutjpns. 

These measurements were performed during an arcel- 
eration ramp from lj.?~,to 150 MeViu and changing the fo- 
cusing from triplet to.$&lblet. This way an improved optical 
model was found yvhlch baSically consists df,‘a 3 5 “,o cor- 
rection in the calibrafion of the short triplet lens. 

The results of iune measurements made in February 
1990 based on this model compared with the set values are 
shown in fig. 2. The bgreetient is quite satisfactory since 
the error is well below 0 05 Though the model will need 
further improvement it ‘can reaciily be used to control the 
tune of the machine. Probably the influence of variable 
remnnent fields in the q!.ladrupnle lenses has to ha studied 
in more detail. Assuming the same relative variations as in 
the dipole magnets results in tune variations up to 0.04 
which is the order of magnitude observed for the ciifferenc? 
between setting and measurement. 

Finally, we measured the natural chromatic@ cf the 
machine Using the rf-cavity the beam momen1uni was 
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changed in the range of Ap/p= 26.1 i 10 R and the dunes 
were measured at constant settings of the magnets The 

results are t-h=-1.08 and (-~=-I.75 which should be com- 
pared with the theoretical values of <-h=-0.91 and 
i-v = -1.83 resp. The difference is not very large and proba- 
bly due to sextupole components of the dipole fields which 
had not been included in the chromaticity calculation. The 
chromaticity is independent of tnomentum indicating that 
there are no major non-linearities in the machine. 
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Fig 2 Measured tune (solid line) and set values (dashed 
line) during acceleration from 11.4 to 150 MeViu and 
changing of the focusing from triplet to doublet 

&Wc_ratiqn qf loll.Beams!oHighEnergy 

Already in May a first test had shown that acceleration 
of Xc?” , up to 100 MnV;u at 0.96 T dipole field is feasible 
without using heam feedback for the phase and radial posi- 
tion control loops However, acceleration up to the design 
energies at a dipole field of 1.8 T did require further im- 
provements: 

l In the program for the dipole magnets corrections for the 
saturation effects were included. 

l Adequate control of the iune in the triplet to doublet 
transition \bas required. The first tests of r! acceleration 
had been performed with pure triplet focusing. 

l For the acceleration of low intensity beams, e.g. U?’ , an 
improvement of the beam diagnostic tools was important. 

Fig. 3. Accelerating Ar’“’ up to 1000 MeViu. upper trace: 
absolute particle current, not normalized to tr. lower 
trace: RF voltage during acceleration (2OOmsidiv) 

The first step on the way to the high design energies was 
acceleration of Art9’ up to lo@0 MeVlu on the 3 rd of Octo- 
ber. Fig.3 shows the circulating ion beam current during one 
cycle that v~as measured on the dc transformer in the SIS. 
After multiturr injection of approximately 70 /,.A more than 
50% of the circulating ion current were lost partly at the end 
of the injection process and partly during rf bunching. Dur- 
ina acceleration from 11.4 to 1000 MeV/u the current in- 

creased roughly parallel to the change in relative particle 
velocity from fl = 0.15 to p = 0.80 at 1000 MeViu. The lower 
trace shows the amplitude of the t-f voltage, which goes up 

adiabatically in the bunching process and finally reaches a 
maximum value of 7 kV for acceleration. At top energy it is 
reduced to the small amplitude of IkV , which is required to 
keep the four circulating hunches. 

On the 31 st of October an U’?’ beam was available for 
injection. The rather small electric pulse current of about 1 
VIA caused at first problems for the optimisation of multi turn 
injection and acceleration. Fortunately, the experts for 
beam diagnostic equipment provided just in the right mo- 
ment a new tool for low intensity beam observation: 
narrow-band amplification of the pick up signals at injection 
and flat top field levels. Fig.4 shows the observed 
4.847 MHz signal at the 1000 MeV/u flat top level. The 
signal-to-noise ratio of better than 40 dB should even allow 
observation of lo4 circulating uranium ions. 

Fig. 4: Narrow-band signal of a 1000 MeV!u U”’ hurlched 
beam on the flat top (50 ms!div.) 

Two days later, on the 2nd of November, acceleration of 
Ar”l to 1700 MeViu could be achieved without difficulties. 
since the circulating currents were in the range of 100 /(A. 

Supercycle operation of the SIS was successfully tested 
in October 1989. Fig 5 shows an example of supercycle 
operation with two different final energies: seven cycles at 
100 MeV/u and every rtigth cycle at 1700 hleV/u Up to 
dipole fields of about 1.4 T the high energy cycle did not 
disturb the following low energy cycles. At 1.8 T, however, 
an effect as shown due to magnetic field satllration in visi- 
ble. It will be described later, hnw these interaction of high 
energy pulses may be avoided. 

Fig. 5: Supercycle operation in SIS - seven cycles acceler- 
sting up to 100 MeV/u, every eighth cycle up to 
1700 MeVIu. (2 sidiv.) 

Fast and Slow Extraction --_____--- ._._ - ..-- 

The operation of SIS requires two different exiraction 
schemes: with fast extraction one or two of the four circil- 
lating bunches can be extracied for injection into the ESR, 
while resonance extraction will provide long pulses of up to 
several hundred milliseconds for tarnet exneriments, 
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Fast extraction, which is easier to handle, was tested 
first. Five fast ferrite kicker modules in SIS period 4 are used 
to deflect any number of the circulating bunches into the 
extraction channel with three magnetic septa. For energies 
above 200 or 300 MeV/u it will be necessary to reduce the 
kick angle and hence to shift the beam close to the magnetic 
septum before the kick is applied 

The fast extraction with beam displacement using the 
correction coils on three dipole magnets was successfully 
tested. The five fast kicker modules, which are now in use, 
will allow fast extraction up to 10 Tm. Additional four mod- 
ules will be installed in 1990 extending the energy range fc!r 
fast extraction tip to 18 Tm especially for the production of 
secondary beams at the FRS. Especially it was proven that 
the extraction channel with the three septum magnets can 
be set in a correct way. We should recall here that all three 
septum magnets are powered in series with the ring dipole 
magnets. For fine tuning of the deflection channel a small 
amount of the septum current can be bypassed by means 
of a transistor bypass current regulator. 

Slow or resonance extraction is a more complicated 
procedure. In the SIS six sextupoles are excited in a suit 
able pattern at a horizontal tune close to 4 l/3 in order to 
establish a separatrix for extraction. The main quarirupoles 
and the snxtupoles are set to the required field values at the 
end of the acceleration ramp within about 30 ms. 

So far resonance extraction with a pair of extraction 
quadrupoles is used as standard procedure. The unstable 
particles enter the gap of an electrostatic septum where 
they are deflected into the extraction channel 

During the developement of resonance extraction two 
problems have shown up (1) in the spill a strong intctnnity 
modulation with many sharp spikes was observed (fig 6). 
and (2) it LZ~S difficult to extract slowly at the maximum 
beam energies. 

I I I I fll I i I I 

Fig 6: 300 Hz spill modulation observed during the first 
tests of resonance extraction (2 ms/div.) 

At first, the sextupole and resonance quadrtipole power 
supplies were checked and improved. The result was an 
obvious improvement of the spill as detected on the sec- 
ondary electron monitor at the fragment separator. How- 
ever, a strong 100 Hz modulation of the spill appeared when 
fast scintillation detectors were usec! for beam obescrvation. 
It took some time to show that the DC transformers of the 
main quadrcrpole power supplies produced a noise signal 
Improvement work for the DCCT is now underway. 

For extraction of 2 GeV/u neon beams with an electric 
rigidity of 5300 MV the electrostatic septum has to provide 
theoretically a deflection of 2.5 mrad at a field strength of 
90 kVicm. It was observed, however, that 3.5 mrad are re 
quired for slow extraction. Two ways will be followed in or- 
der to achieve slow extraction at the top energy: 

l A reduction of the electrostatic septum gap from 16 to 
12 mm provides an increase of the field strength from 90 
to 110 or 120 kV/cm. 

l By correct alignment of the ring magnets to tolerances 
of about :tO 2 mm, which is foreseen for September, the 
closed orbit amplitudes will be reduced from $8 mm to 
ztO.5 mm. As a consequence the electrostatic septum 
position will be moved outward in order to increase the 
diveraence of the unstable oariicles on the seoaratrix. In 

addition, an improved control of the closed orbit a-ound 
the extraction channel is expected. 
To improve the spill quality and length it is foreseen to 

use the existing rf system for stochastic extraction as an ~71 
ternative to the extraction quadrupole. First tests have been 
made and since the results are promising, we shall investi- 
gate this method in the near future in more detail. 

Control and2eration _._._ --. 

The control systerrl is characterized by a three level h- 
erarchy: a VAX computer ncttwork jEthr+rr>et) for the opera- 
tor and application software and VME crates, each with a 
M68Oxx master and tip to 9 M68Oxx slave computers, which 
perform real time control of the equipment. All VME crates 
are also connected to the VAX computer network. About 20 
VME crates are used for the control of all the SIS equipment. 
In each crate all M68Oxx slave computers, which are called 
equipment controllers inlet-face to the VME 17~1s via a f4k 
dual port RAM, where all data sets for up to 16 differen! 
synchrotron cycles or virtual machines are stored. 

The execution of an arbitrary machine cycle sequence is 
controlled by the timing system, which distributes 16 bit 
event codes on a serial synchronisation link to all VME 
crates, where a parallel cvant bus is used to transfer thr- 
events to all equipment controllers. In this way progranl 
modules for real time equipment conlrol can be started with 
a precision of about 10 {IS. The equipment controllers send 
their information through a Mil-Std 1553 B device bus to the 
equipment interfaces. 

To generate the tables of set values for. the various 
ramped devices one has to ensurr! that all the clntn are 
consistent. Therefore a complete model of the whole nrrel 
erotor for each of the 16 virtual machines is hrld i:i the 
computer memory. All important numbers such as energy, 
tune, bump amplitudes. data from calibration measure- 
ments, and timing are contained in ttlis model. Thus all ta- 
bles of magnet currents or voltages can be calculated 
on-line in a consistent way. 

Any necessary modifications are not made in the tables 
stored in the devices but only in the parameters of the 
model. Thus it is possible to take care of all consequences 
that a particular change might have: e.g. increasing the final 
energy would result in a new calculation of almost all tables. 
whereas changing the acceleration voltage only affects the 
amplitude and phase program for the cavity. 

Since the model parameters are normalized to mass, 
charge, and energy as far as possible, most numbers to be 
entered by an operator do no change for different kinds of 
ions. So it becomes clear that the imperfect ion optical 
model for the focusing is not a problern for the operation of 
the machine, since these errors can be compensated very 
easily just by entering a slightly different set value for the 
tune. All implications due to the various ions and encrgics 
are treated by the program. 

The calibration data for one device are held separately 
for each virtual machine. Therefore it is possible to calculate 
currents based on different remanent fields depenrling on 
the context in the super cycle. This feature, however, has 
not yet been used extensively. 

During the commissioning and for ?hr: next futuv-e nf 
standard operation the user surface to this program is an 
alphanumeric terminal connected to the VAX computer net. 
work. To turn devices on and off or to check the status for 
the various virtual machines a control program is used 
which gives quick and useful information if e.g. the beam is 
lost due a failure in a power supply. 

In addition NODAL programs provide access to all 
properties of all devices that can be controlled by the corn 
puter. They were developed by the software and hardware 
designers and are not to be used for standard operating. but 
have proved as very useful tools during commissionin[l. 


